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Dr. Todd Vedder has practiced as a board-certified
pediatrician in Naples since 2003. He is avidly involved
in community outreach efforts including drowning
prevention, improving breastfeeding rates, early
childhood learning, and promoting school-based health
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Vedder received his medical degree from Washington
University in St. Louis and completed his pediatric
residency at Baylor College of Medicine in the Texas
Medical Center. Dr. Vedder is Chair of the Breastfeeding
Coalition of Collier County and a current board member
of the NCH Safe & Health Children’s Coalition.
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Social and emotional learning (SEL) is the process through which
children and adults acquire and apply the knowledge, attitudes, and
skills needed to understand and manage emotions, set and achieve
positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and
maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions.
Skills of socially and emotionally competent children:
• They are self-aware.
They are able to recognize their emotions, describe their
interests and values, and accurately assess their strengths.
They have a well-grounded sense of self-confidence and
hope for the future.
• They are able to regulate their emotions.
They are able to manage stress, control impulses, and
persevere in overcoming obstacles. They can set and
monitor progress toward the achievement of personal
and academic goals and express their emotions
appropriately in a wide range of situations.
• They are socially aware.
They are able to take the perspective of and empathize
with others and recognize and appreciate individual and
group similarities and differences. They are able to seek
out and appropriately use family, school, and community
resources.
• They have good relationship skills.
They can establish and maintain healthy and rewarding
relationships based on cooperation. They resist
inappropriate social pressure; constructively prevent,
manage, and resolve interpersonal conflict; and seek
and provide help when needed.
• They demonstrate responsible decision-making at
school, at home, and in the community.
In making decisions, they consider ethical standards,
safety concerns, appropriate social norms, respect for
others, and the likely consequences of various courses
of action. They apply these decision-making skills in
academic and social situations and are motivated to
contribute to the well-being of their schools and
communities.

Source: Parent Toolkit (http://www.parenttoolkit.com)

Bedtime Routine
After a long day, it may be challenging to
think about the way you make choices;
however, it is important to do so in order
to consciously model behavior for your
child. Bedtime is a good opportunity to
analyze your decisions of the day and think
about how you reached your conclusions.
Also think about important choices you
made in the past that involved your child or
your family members, and break down the
steps that you took to reach that decision.
Consider talking through your decisionmaking strategies with your child to show
him that everyone has a process when
making decisions. Even if you aren’t
sure why you decided to do something,
talk about that as well. If you share with
your child, you show him he’s not alone
in struggling with decisions or making
choices he can’t quite explain.

Morning Routine
Take time to check in with yourself and your mood. Look
at yourself in the mirror while you get ready and reflect
on your expression. Think about how often you appear
happy and how your expressions may impact your
interactions with your child and others.
Do a mood check, and ask yourself, “What is going
on with me today? What am I grateful for? How do I
want my day to go?” Remember that you want to teach
your child about the positive nature of self-awareness.
At times, simply smiling can change your mood, and
smiles are contagious. If you smile at your children in
the morning, it can help everyone have a positive start
to their day.

AFTER
SCHOOL

BEDTIME

After School Routine

Dinner Time Routine
Dinner time offers a good opportunity to think about your
relationship skills. One way to model positive relationship
skills is to try to have meals together as often as possible
and to use this time to talk to one another and nurture your
relationship as a family. Research has found that teenagers
who have frequent family dinners are more likely to be
emotionally content, work hard at school, and have highquality relationships with their parents.
Knowing that your family table is a safe place to talk about
the good and the bad can nurture your relationship with
your child, and it can provide her with an example of what a
positive and strong relationship looks like.

DINNER
TIME

Prior to teaching in Florida Gulf Coast University’s
School Counseling Program, Dr. Ann Tilman practiced
as a certified school counselor. She participated in
resiliency-building through use of a developmental
school counseling program model and integrated play
and creative counseling strategies in her daily work.
Dr. Tilman continues part-time as a school counselor,
and is a Level I AutPlay Provider and a Bullying
Prevention Specialist, while continuing as a lifelong
learner and educator.

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

FOR SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

MORNING

Symposium

While commuting home after work or school,
take time to reflect on how you approach
social interactions in your life. Think about
your day and try to see certain situations from
the perspective of others. Understanding and
addressing others’ concerns is essential to
social awareness, and coaching yourself can
help you learn how to be more diplomatic in
your interactions. This is especially true for
any interactions that you have with your child.
Ask yourself, “Am I providing him with an
example of good social behavior? How do I
react when he questions me or wants to talk
about his concerns?”
Remember that your child is looking to you as
an example. Taking a moment to consider how
you interact with him and others is an integral
part of nurturing his social skills.

Source: CASEL (http://casel.org)
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•
•
•
•
•

Identifying emotions
Accurate self-perception
Recognizing strengths
Self-confidence
Self-efficacy

tips

Use different words to describe emotions.
Example: Instead of saying ”I’m happy we all get to
spend the weekend together,” try using a word like
“grateful” or “thankful” or “glad.”

Use books or TV shows to point out emotions
to your child.
Example: When discussing a character in a book
that you are reading, you can say, “The character
reminds me of you -- people like to talk to her
because she is a good listener!” or, “The character
reminds me of the time when you were nervous
because you didn’t have any of your old friends in
your class. Can you relate to the character?”

SOCIAL
AWARENESS

SELF-MANAGEMENT
What is it?
Self-management is the ability to control your
emotions, thoughts, and behaviors in different
situations. It is the ability to set and work
toward personal and academic goals.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impulse control
Stress management
Self-discipline
Self-motivation
Goal-setting
Organizational skills

What is it?
Social awareness is the ability to understand
and respect the others’ perspectives, including
those from diverse backgrounds and cultures.
It is the ability to understand social/ethical
norms and to recognize family, school, and
community resources and supports.
•
•
•
•

Perspective-taking
Empathy
Appreciating diversity
Respect for others

What is it?
Having good relationship skills involves the
ability to establish and maintain healthy and
rewarding relationships with diverse people and
groups. It is the ability to communicate clearly,
listen well, cooperate with others, resist social
pressure, negotiate conflict constructively, and
seek and offer help when needed.
• Communication and social engagement
• Relationship-building
• Teamwork

tips

tips

Example: “When I was your age, I wasn’t good at
sports, but I really wanted to be on the soccer team.
I didn’t get chosen the first year, but I practiced and
got a spot on the team the next year. What are some
goals you want to accomplish?”

Example: “What are you grateful for today? I’m
grateful because my co-worker helped me with my
project today. Was someone kind to you? Did you
help someone today or brighten up their day by doing something nice?”

Example: “You should always trust to your friends
and expect the same in return. If your friend lied to
you, what do you think you should do? Have you
ever lied to him? How did you make it better?”

Talk to your child about the process it would
take to reach their dreams.

Share your family values with your child.

Example: “You made really good eye contact with
me and you seemed to be very interested in what
I had to say. People like it when you pay attention
as they speak, and that’s why you need to listen
actively when others talk. Why do you think
listening is important?”

Share your struggles with your child to teach
them about resilience.

Example: “If you want to be a doctor, you need to
go to college and medical school before you get to
help patients. Maybe we should watch some movies
about doctors and medicine so you can get an idea
of what it’s like.”

Example: “I know you really wanted to watch TV
right after school, but it shows a lot of responsibility
that you picked up your room first. I’m proud of you
for waiting.”

Talk to your child about how kindness and
gratitude are connected.

Example: “In our family, we value honesty, loyalty,
generosity and kindness. We also respect others,
and we always try to value their feelings and ideas.
How are some ways that you can apply these values
to your own friendships?”

Discuss the importance of being polite.
Example: “When you are talking or interacting with
anyone, be polite by listening patiently and not
interrupting people when they speak. If your friend
does something nice for you, don’t forget to say
‘thank you,’ and if you do something wrong, try to
apologize.”

RESPONSIBLE
DECISION-MAKING

RELATIONSHIPS

tips

Compliment your child when they succesfully
delay gratification.
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SOCIAL and
EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Children’s social and emotional skills are developing all the time, and can be taught like any
other skill. Supporting children’s social and emotional development is crucial for physical
and psychological well-being. There are five core competencies that contribute to social and
emotional development.

SELF-AWARENESS
What is it?
Self-awareness is knowing yourself. It is about
knowing your emotions and how they affect
your behavior. It is the ability to accurately
assess one’s strengths and challenges, with a
sense of confidence and optimism.

for

Talk to your child about the importance of
trust in relationships.

Practice active listening with your child.

Provide your child with tools that can help
overcome bullying.

What is it?
Responsible decision-making involves the
ability to identify the impact of your choices
on yourself and others. It is the ability to make
constructive choices about personal behavior
and social interactions based on ethical
standards, safety concerns, and social norms.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying problems
Analyzing situations
Solving problems
Evaluating
Reflecting
Ethical responsibility

tips

Show your child that you love and support
their decisions.
Example: If they have an issue with a friend, you can
say, “Would you like to talk to your friend and ask
him what you did to upset him, or would you rather
give him some time to cool down? I will support
you in whatever you decide.”

Talk through problems, logical consequences,
and resolutions with your child.
Example: If your child is falling behind on their
homework, you can say, “Why don’t you set aside
time after dinner to continue working instead of
hanging out at your friend Jenny’s house tonight?”

Example: “What would you do if your friend started
calling a classmate hurtful names? You can say
something like, ‘Our classmate was hurt by what
you said. How would you feel if he did that to you?
Maybe you should say that you’re sorry.’”
5

start the

CONVERSATION

TOP
10
STRATEGIES
to support healthy
social-emotional development
Encourage your child to
make choices

Talking to your child about social and emotional issues is important. Avoiding the subject is
not helpful, but helping your child put it in perspective can be. Your child may struggle with
specific things, but not everything.

Establish and follow
a predictable, daily routine

• Tell your child when you notice that something is bothering or upsetting them.
• Isolate the area of difficulty and name it in order to give your child a sense of control over the situation.
• Emphasize that your child is not the only person who may struggle in this area.
• Balance the negative and positive and reassure your child that you are available to help.
• Be specific about inappropriate behavior.

CASEL

(casel.org/in-the-home)

Center on the Social and Emotional
Foundations of Early Learning

(csefel.vanderbilt.edu/resources/family.html)

Edutopia

(www.edutopia.org/sel-parents-resources)

Florida Diagnostic & Learning
Resources System
(www.fdlrs.org)

Frameworks

• Ask open-ended, positive questions instead of questions that can be answered with yes or no.
• Ask questions about times when your child socializes with other kids, like lunch and recess.

RESOURCES

Respond with specific praise
when your child shows pride
in an accomplishment
Identify and name feelings with
your child so they can practice
using words to identify emotions

(www.myframeworks.org)

Parent Toolkit

(www.parenttoolkit.com)

PBS - Public Broadcasting Service
(www.pbs.org/parents)

Understood

(www.understood.org)

Zero to Three

• Don’t be dismissive – it may be a big deal to your child.
• The car is a great place to start a conversation. Your child does not have to make eye contact with you.

Teach your child strategies to calm
down when they are angry or upset

(www.zerotothree.org)

• Carve out special one-on-one time at least once a month to share an interest and get some quality time.
Encourage healthy peer interactions

WARNING SIGNS
Minimal eye contact

Persistent impulsive destruction of property

Minimal response to affection from
parent as a toddler

Difficulty managing emotional outbursts

Persistent refusal to comply with
simple commands/routines
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Difficulty managing impulses
Behavior that does not respond to discipline

No acceptance of reasonable limits

Behavior that interferes with school

Persistent aggression towards peers
or family members

Behavior that interferes with social interaction
Self-injury or talk about suicide

Model healthy social and
emotional skills

Reframe failure and success

Explain the effects of your
child’s actions

Help your child learn how to wait

STATISTICS
Teaching social and emotional skills
results in an
increase
in academic gains

11%

58% of parents

say they worry about their child’s
happiness and emotional well-being

51% of parents

say they spend more time with
their children than their parents
did with them
Sources: CASEL (http://casel.org)
Parent Toolkit (http://www.parenttoolkit.com)
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9-5-2-1-0, Let’s Go! is an easy nutrition and health message to teach children. Below is an outline for
each recommendation. Set goals with your children and participate with them - lead by example.

9 Hours of Sleep Per Night

Getting a good night of sleep devoid of devices is incredibly beneficial to growing a healthy
mind, as well as growing taller. Research shows that 80% of growth occurs during sleep.

5 Servings of Fruits and Vegetables Per Day

Our bodies need healthy fuels for our brains to function optimally. Finding ways to substitute
processed foods found in boxes, bags, and cans with foods that grow from the ground has
countless benefits to both mind and body.

2 Hours or Less of Screen Time Per Day

Screen time is one of the biggest impediments to meaningful parent-child interaction. Prolonged
screen exposure in younger children has been shown to decrease development of certain parts of
the brain, leading to learning disabilities and attention/behavior problems.

1 Hour of Physical Activity Per Day

Children need to exercise more than their thumbs and fingers on a mobile device. Moving major
muscle groups has tremendous therapeutic properties on mental well-being. It also provides
another opportunity for parent-child interaction.

0 Sugary Beverages and No Tobacco/Drugs

All of the 9-5-2-1-0 recomendations require parents to model proper behavior. Children’s mental
growth should motivate parents to resist temptations and change bad habits.
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Acknowledging Feelings
The Child Says:

Example: The bus driver
yelled at me and everybody
laughed.
I liked to punch that Michael
in the nose!
[Kicks Chair Repeatedly]
Just because of a little rain, my
teacher said we couldn’t go on
our field trip. She’s dumb.
[Sits down and clenches fist.]
Mary invited me to her party,
but I don’t know……
[Slumps with her head down
on desk.]
I don’t know why teachers
have to load you down with so
much homework over the
weekend!
[Huffs and Puffs and shuts
down]
We had basketball practice
today and I couldn’t sink that
ball once.
[Very irritable, snappy at
classmates]
Janey is moving away and
she’s my best friend.
[Withdrawn]

A word that describes what he
or she might be feeling:

Embarrassed

Use the word in a statement that
shows you understand the feeling.
(Don’t question or give advice)

That must have been
embarrassing OR sounds as if
that was embarrassing OR that
could be embarrassing

Ieva, K

July 2010

ASCA

Ieva, K

They Say/You Say
They say-

“My girlfriend broke up with me.”

You say-

“I think this would not have happened if you’d treated her better, so why don’t you just
apologize for whatever you did.”
“You think I am to blame.”
“You think I did something wrong.”
“You are not seeing things correctly.”
“You can’t be trusted to find your own solution to this problem.”
“You are not as wise as I.”
‘I know what is best for you.”

They hear-

They feel:

stupid, resentful

They sayYou sayThey hear-

“I can’t stand school or anything about school.”
“Oh, everybody has felt what way about school-you’ll get over it.”
“Your feelings aren’t very valid or real.”
“Your judgement about school is poor.”
“You’re the problem, not the school.”
“I don’t care.”

They feel:

rejected, put down, pushed aside

They sayYou say-

“That teacher is unfair. I hate him.”
“No, you don’t hate him. You shouldn’t say that.”

They hear or feel______________________________________________________________________________
They sayYou say-

“This is too hard.”
“You are just being lazy. Have you tried your hardest?”

They hear or feel______________________________________________________________________________
They sayYou say-

“My dad and his girlfriend got into a fight again last night.”
“I know how you feel, but all partners fight.”

They hear or feel______________________________________________________________________________
They sayYou say-

“I hate coming to school.”
“I don’t always want to come to work either. Sometimes we just have to do things we don’t want
to do.”

They hear or feel______________________________________________________________________________

